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Netflix is already a
household name in
entertainment, with
consumers able to
order their favorite
programs and
movies directly from
the screen.

Recently they
partnered with
Microsoft to launch

an advertising tier in early 2023 that enables local businesses to quickly reach
a wide audience of consumers at an affordable cost. Local opportunities for
businesses will occur sooner and more often than ever before!

Not sure where to start? Contact us-we can help! Read more about what Netflix is
doing below and we will keep you update as more information becomes available.

Have a great week.
Best,
Ron President and Founder, Engage Media

Our website - https://www.engagemedia.com/
LinkedIn - https://www.linkedin.com/company/engage-local-media/
Twitter - @RonTAdams
TikTok - @engagemediateam

To learn about how Engage Media can help your business, please visit www.engagemedia.com or email
us at info@engagemedia.com. Our team of professionals is ready to assist you with all your digital and
traditional media needs.
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Govt issues warning for Google Chrome users:Govt issues warning for Google Chrome users:
Here is how you can protect your dataHere is how you can protect your data

One of the most popular web browsers, Google Chrome has been found to have several vulnerabilities
that pose a threat to users. The Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-IN), under the
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, has issued a warning for all Google Chrome users
regarding the same. The CERT-IN rated the security threat as ‘high’ and noticed multiple vulnerabilities in
Google Chrome which could allow remote attackers to execute arbitrary code and bypass security
restrictions on targeted systems. In case an attacker successfully exploits these vulnerabilities then it
could be dangerous for Chrome users. CERT-IN explained that the vulnerabilities exist in Google Chrome
due use of several features like Reader Mode, Web Search, Thumbnail Tab Strip, Screen Capture,
Window Dialog, Payments and Extensions among others, HT tech reported.

According to CERT-IN, the features like heap buffer overflow in ANGLE, inappropriate implementation in
full-screen mode, scroll, extensions platform and pointer lock, a type confusion in V8, policy bypass in
COOP and out-of-bound memory access in V8, can also lead to an attack on the user’s system resulting
in loss of sensitive data.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: MSN

Users Beware: Apple Announces Security Flaw Affecting iPhones, iPads, and MacsUsers Beware: Apple Announces Security Flaw Affecting iPhones, iPads, and Macs

Apple has warned of a major security flaw in some recent operating systems of Mac, iPhones, iPads, and
some iPods that could allow hackers to take control of your devices.

The company revealed the issue in two separate announcements on Wednesday—one describing the
issue with macOS Monterey 12.5.1 and one describing the issue with iOS 15.6.1 and iPad OS 15.6.1.
Apple says that these vulnerabilities affect two different parts of the operating systems: the kernel and the
WebKit. A kernel is a program at the center of a computer’s OS that interfaces between the operating
system and the hardware, while WebKit is the engine that powers Apple’s own Safari as well as any
browser used on iOS.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Gizmodo

https://www.msn.com/en-in/money/technology/govt-issues-warning-for-google-chrome-users-here-is-how-you-can-protect-your-data/ar-AA10VhqU
https://gizmodo.com/apple-security-hack-iphone-ipad-mac-1849433434


3 ways next-gen leaders embrace uncertainty and drive digital transformation3 ways next-gen leaders embrace uncertainty and drive digital transformation
In the final entry of our three-part series on digital transformation, Google’s Courtney Rose shares how
next-generation leaders deal with uncertainty. Part one focused on how organizational shifts help
companies transform, and part two explored the role of a strong relationship between CMO and CFO.

In today’s turbulent times, the only certainty companies have is uncertainty. This can be challenging for
organizations who strive to be digital first, as rapid industry shifts can easily pull their focus away from
continuous innovation.

But some companies have figured out digital success. When we recently teamed up with Kantar to study
how these companies navigated dynamic markets while preparing for the future, we saw a common trait:
All had leaders who could boldly face the unknown and confidently change course at a moment’s notice.
These leaders transformed the fabric of their organizations, cultivating open-minded, collaborative
approaches that sparked innovation, and did it in the face of constant change.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/future-of-marketing/management-and-culture/next-generation-leaders/


Social Apps Are Creating a New UX for LocalSocial Apps Are Creating a New UX for Local

In July at the Brainstorm Tech conference hosted by Fortune, Google’s Prabhakar Raghavan let slip a
statistic that made the tech press sit up and take notice. Internal research at Google suggests, according
to Raghavan, that some 40% of people aged 18 to 24 prefer TikTok or Instagram to Google Search and
Maps “when they’re looking for a place for lunch.” In other words, local search, according to Google, has
already largely gone social with the youngest cohort of adult consumers.

My own thoughts in response to this news closely mirrored those of Rand Fishkin, who posted on Twitter,
“Young people — help me out here. How do you search for good lunch spots near your location on
Instagram? Or TikTok? When I try searches like that on those platforms, the results are terrible.”

The discussion thread Fishkin kicked off with this tweet was fascinating. One respondent, Rich Bradley,
quoted “one of the Gen Zs on my team”: “I would say it definitely works better for big cities / popular
locations (if I searched for lunch spots in my hometown in Connecticut, I probably wouldn’t get much). But
for NYC in particular you can get results down to the neighborhood.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: StreetFightMag.com

https://www.marketingbrew.com/stories/2022/07/22/regular-super-bowl-sponsors-are-shifting-toward-more-flexible-game-day-opportunities?utm_campaign=mkb&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_source=morning_brew&mid=


Lyft rides into media network race as ride-hailing reboundsLyft rides into media network race as ride-hailing rebounds

Lyft is stepping on the gas when it comes to digital advertising innovation with the unveiling of Lyft Media.
The company bills the offering as the first and only media platform that’s targeted at users throughout
their transportation journey, claiming an early-mover advantage among ride-hailing and mobility apps.

The category seems a natural fit for an advertising expansion. Cabs have long carried rooftop
advertisements and other placements for brands to put a message in front of buckled-in passengers. Lyft
has already built out some infrastructure in this regard.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Marketing Dive

Is Apple Beefing up its Ads Business?Is Apple Beefing up its Ads Business?

The internet has been losing its mind this week over a report from Bloomberg that indicates Apple may
expand its advertising business. This will include new ad placements in first-party apps like Books and
Podcasts. If true, this would align with Apple’s ongoing revenue diversification play. Before getting into
Apple’s motivations and potential revenue impact, what are the finer points of the rumored expansion? If
Bloomberg’s reporting is to be believed, Apple is planning to extend its current ads program (more on that
below) to include additional placement in apps, most notably Apple Maps.

The way this would work is through a bid model for search ads, similar to what it currently does in the App
Store. Extending the model to Maps would not only create ad inventory but broaden the addressable
market of advertisers. App Store ads are all about app publishers… mapping is about local businesses.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Localogy

https://www.marketingdive.com/news/lyft-media-network-bikeshare-advertising-Uber/629183/
https://www.localogy.com/2022/08/is-apple-beefing-up-its-ads-business/


How Google is building the future of measurement for the industry

Today, 80% of people in surveyed countries are concerned about the state of their online
privacy.1 In turn, regulators and tech platforms have restricted techniques — such as device IDs
and third-party cookies — that advertisers have relied on for decades to reach audiences and
measure results. The advertising industry needs to innovate and collaborate to meet people’s
expectations for privacy and help businesses grow sustainably.

That’s why Google has partnered with many of you to develop new privacy-centric solutions that
support your marketing objectives while keeping people’s information safe. We’ve found that the
best strategy to achieve this requires three core actions:
1. Deepening customer relationships with the help of consented first-party data
2. Embracing automation grounded in accurate models
3. Using new technologies that don’t track people across the internet

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google

Click here to read more.

This Viral Content Creator Shares His Secrets to Amassing 4.8 Million Followers
Organically — And How You Can Do It Too.

The ever-increasing rise of social media users means having a strong online presence has never
been more important. Social network platforms almost tripled their total user base in the last
decade — from 970 million in 2010 to an estimated 4.48 billion users in July 2021. This
staggering growth has seen an increase in online influencers and entrepreneurs who are now
able to make a comfortable living creating content for their fans.

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/future-of-marketing/privacy-and-trust/future-of-ad-measurement/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=d-content-alert&utm_team=twg-us&utm_campaign=TwG-US-NL-2022-08-18-Content-Newsletter-Thursday-Roundup-Knak&utm_content=cta-btn&mkt_tok=MTcyLUdPUC04MTEAAAGGUEA85huXL5pq_AsPExlTVRK38uLi7ejrKVMYFtQ4gjNeU4wb81h8RvMz5hFc3VXNfizrm5NunSTsQN7p-bKwzw4OL11Jq0DiHHw5-WyTk_uH
https://likewordle.com/


Although social media "clout" has been so strongly sought after, many social media influencers
struggle to grow an organic audience. The ability to buy followers and boost one's social media
stats with the click of a button has blurred the lines of what an influencer truly looks like. That
said, having an organic audience is still vital for successfully building a lasting personal brand
online.

Australian content creator, actor and serial entrepreneur Harry Jowsey has grown an organic
audience of millions of followers, originally taking advantage of his moment on Netflix's popular
reality TV show, Too Hot To Handle. His TikTok account amassed over 4.8 million followers to
date, and his Instagram account has grown to over 4 million active users. The entrepreneur —
alongside his manager Jeff Duncan, CEO of Ingenuity Live — has since leveraged his mass
following to dive into other ventures, including his own podcast, a sunglasses company called
Kensgntn, all while being heavily involved in venture capital endeavors investing in a range of
startups like Versus Game and ChargeFuze.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Entrepreneur.com

TikTok streamlines social commerce with 3 new ad formatsTikTok streamlines social commerce with 3 new ad formats

TikTok is shaking up its approach to social commerce, streamlining the process for marketers as they
plan around the busy fourth quarter and holiday window. The new Shopping Ads formats also aim to
simplify product discovery and browsing for users of the popular video-sharing app.

Live Shopping Ads may help gin up greater interest in the types of livestreaming events TikTok has
reportedly struggled to make pop. The tech is only being tested in markets where TikTok Shop, the
ByteDance-owned company’s live shopping feature, is already available. Those include the U.K.,
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam and among select “allowlisted”
accounts in the U.S.

Video Shopping Ads, which are being tested globally, can be tailored one of two ways: with a product
focus to reach an audience with high purchase intent or with a brand-building message to grow
consideration among desired consumer groups. Meanwhile, Catalog Listing Ads don’t require the creation
of additional assets beyond a linked catalog in a bid to save marketers time and resources. They are
open for testing to advertisers in the U.S.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Marketing Dive

Netflix to launch Ad-Supported Tier in Early 2023, Giving Advertisers a New Channel toNetflix to launch Ad-Supported Tier in Early 2023, Giving Advertisers a New Channel to
Reach CustomersReach Customers

As Netflix reaches a plateau and saturation point in total subscribers, the leading streamer is looking for

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/430833
https://www.marketingdive.com/news/tiktok-social-commerce-ad-formats/629990/


new and different ways to grow its business in a challenging environment. Netflix currently has 220 million
subscribers globally, but that number has declined by nearly 1 million subscribers in the most recent
quarter (Q2 ’22). As growth hungry investors become bearish on the company, Netflix stock is down over
68% from its 52-week high of $701, reached in November 2021.

In an effort to find new growth vectors, Netflix announced plans to launch a new ad-supported streaming
tier in ‘early 2023’, during its Q2 2022 Earnings Review.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: LinkedIn

Meta Expands Automated Ad Optimization Options via ‘Meta Advantage’ ProgramMeta Expands Automated Ad Optimization Options via ‘Meta Advantage’ Program

As it works to mitigate the impacts of Apple’s ATT privacy prompts, which have reduced its capacity for
personalization and data-based ad targeting, Meta’s looking to enhance its automated ad tools, and make
them more available to more businesses, via a new expansion of its ‘Meta Advantage’ automation
program.

Originally launched back in March, Meta Advantage groups together its various ad automation and AI-
based tools, in order to make it easier for advertisers to understand which elements do what, while also
highlighting the various automation tools it has on offer.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: SocialMediaToday.com 

TwitterConversionAPI image
Twitter Debuts Twitter Pixel, Conversions API, App Purchase Optimization
Twitter introduced three new performance advertising tools Tuesday: a revamped Twitter Pixel, a
Conversions API (application-programming interface) and App Purchase Optimization.

These new options join Site Visit Optimization, Aggregated Measurement and Events Manager, which the
social network debuted in January.
Measurement tool Twitter Pixel enables conversion tracking, which Twitter called in a blog post Tuesday
“the backbone of performance advertising—it enables advertisers to measure their return on ad spend by
tracking the actions people take after viewing, clicking or engaging with ads on Twitter.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: AdWeek

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/netflix-launch-ad-supported-tier-early-2023-giving-/
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/meta-expands-automated-ad-optimization-options-via-meta-advantage-program/629403/
https://www.adweek.com/performance-marketing/twitter-debuts-twitter-pixel-conversions-api-app-purchase-optimization/


NASA Selects the Sites on the Moon Where Two Astronauts Could Land in 2026NASA Selects the Sites on the Moon Where Two Astronauts Could Land in 2026

NASA is going back to the Moon, but first the space agency needs to decide where it’s
going to park. On Friday, it revealed 13 candidate landing regions near the Moon’s south
pole for the upcoming Artemis 3 mission, which aims to land a man and a woman on the
lunar surface.

Each region is about 10 by 10 miles (15 by 15 kilometers), and they each contain multiple
landing sites with a radius of around 328 feet (100 meters). “A region might be considered
as a series of parking lots, while a site is a single parking spot for a lander,” Jacob
Bleacher, chief exploration scientist at NASA, said during a press briefing on Friday.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Gizmodo

TikTok, Meta can see user behavior on in-app browsers, according to research
Next time you click on someone’s “link in bio,” you might be unsuspectingly granting more access to your
data than previously understood.

Instagram, Facebook, and TikTok have the ability to track interactions like searches, clicks, screenshots,
and “form inputs” (like passwords and credit card numbers) within what’s called an in-app browser,
according to tech researcher Felix Krause.

In research published last week on his blog, Krause was able to show that Meta appears to have access
to all sorts of data when users open Instagram’s in-app browser—without allowing users a way to opt out.
That’s notable because Apple’s currently engaged in a full-court press against tracking that’s made it
harder for marketers to measure conversions on apps like Instagram and Facebook. (Krause works part-
time for Google as a consultant.)

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Marketing Brew

https://gizmodo.com/nasa-landing-sites-on-the-moon-artemis-3-1849434821?
https://www.marketingbrew.com/stories/2022/08/18/tiktok-meta-can-see-user-behavior-on-in-app-browsers-according-to-research?utm_campaign=mb&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_source=morning_brew&mid=7186640ce7590a8d437f96b24b7710df


Consumers Resent Poor Targeting by Brands: StudyConsumers Resent Poor Targeting by Brands: Study

Consumers are fed up with poor targeting by brands, judging by a new study from Redpoint Global.

Of those polled, 70% say they receive mistargeted messages at least once a month, and 24% report they
get them daily. These include emails with recommendations unrelated to prior purchases.

This sort of misdirected marketing reduces the quality of the experience for 51% of customers.

Conversely, many consumers are willing to provide access to their data in exchange for a better
experience.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post 
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